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Outline

• Objectives of the effort

• Better remotely sensed description of the MABL and ocean surface for use in 
developing  PDF based flux parameterizations.

• General PBL analyses package: a framework for airborne coherent 
Doppler wind lidar analyses: applied to NASA DAWN, NOAA P3DWL 
and ONR TODWL

• This presentation will focus on the application of this analyses 
package on the ocean surface

• Summary and outlook



ADWLs available for wind  observations, 
especially over oceans

• TODWL (ONR, Naval Postgraduate School)

• P3DWL (Army Research Laboratory/NOAA )

• DAWN (NASA, LaRC)

• DLR A2D and 2um coherent system (DLR)

• Near future

• AWP (NASA/LaRC)

• OAWL (Ball Aerospace)

• NOAA Airborne



DAWN

P3DWL

DLR DWLs



Available data sets

• USA Coherent Airborne Doppler Wind Lidars for atmospheric research

• ONR TODWL (80% MABL) 2001 - 2019
• Working altitude: 30m to 3km MSL
• Cruise speed: 50-60m/s

• DWL: coherent 2 um, 1mJ, 500Hz, side mounted scanner 

• Single shot resolution: ~75m vertical; .1 m horizontal

• ARL/NOAA P3DWL (99% MABL) 2008 - 2019
• Working altitude: 1km to 3km MSL
• Cruise speed: 120 - 130m/s
• DWL: coherent 2 um, 2mJ, 500Hz, side mounted scanner 

• Single shot resolution: ~75m vertical; .3m horizontal

• NASA DAWN (90% MABL) 2014 - 2021
• Working altitude: 1 km to 13km MSL
• Cruise speed: 225 - 250m/s

• DWL: coherent 100mJ, 10Hz, nadir wedge scanner

• Single shot resolution: ~30m vertical; 25m horizontal



Science contributions and target questions

• What does an Airborne Doppler Wind Lidar (ADWL) offer

to investigations of the Marine  Atmospheric Boundary layer (MABL)?
• Depth of the MABL defined by aerosols (backscatter), wind profiles and    turbulence 

(spectral width)
• MABL features: LLJs, OLEs, sea salt spray distributions
• Ocean surface: breaking waves, foam coverage, ocean wave spectra, surface 

currents.

• How organized are MABL Organized Large Eddies? 

• How can ADWL contribute to PDF based air/sea flux parameterizations?

• What is the “true” wind at the traditional 10 m reference height over water?
Log and power wind profiles are not suitable for high winds (>15m/s) with highly non-
linear interactions between the ocean surface and the lower MABL



DAWN wind profile from Flight Level 10km 
using 2 second stares and 32m range gates



Panels of single shot LOS retrievals as a function of 

distance (200 shots represent ~ 5 km of aircraft travel). 

VLOS returns for 10m sliding gates. 
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PBL Analyses Package for Airborne Doppler Wind Lidar Observations



Deriving the MABL depth using coherent ADWL

• Three primary data products generated by ADWL used to define 
MABL depth and kinetic energy intensity profile

• Backscattered returns from aerosols

• Confounder speckle

• Doppler shift along radials

• Confounder chirp

• Spectral broadening

• Confounder FFT limits

• Comparisons made with dropsondes 

• Ri profile (bulk)

• ThetaE profile



Turbulence estimation using NPS’s TODWL

Illustration of the four scales of atmospheric wind variability observed with coherent ADWLs

Multi-scale Wind Variability Using NPS’s TODWL         



Spectral processing of ADWL data using a 512 FFT. On the left, the 

information peak for a range gate near 500 mb is narrow without much 

broadening at its base; On the right, a “whitecap case”, the information peak 

from a range gate near the surface is about the same amplitude as the one on 

the left but has a broader base. 

Turbulence Intensity Covariate





Ocean surface returns

• Foam and capillary waves provide strong returns.

• Looking at the water surface from different directions may provide 
information on the wind waves on the water surface as well as swell 
orientation.

• Wave state (derived from variability in the surface return LOS velocity)

• Foam statistics (derived from the intensity/speed of surface returns)

• Spray adjacent to the surface (derived from the intensity/speed of 
surface returns)

• Wind profile adjacent to the surface compared to power and log 
based wind calculations using the 50m winds from DAWN



Parameter NOAA buoy 46042 (Monterey) NPS ADWL on Twin Otter 

Significant wave length (m)    21.4 21.5 

Swell: length (m) 192 200 

Max surface angle (degrees) n/a 13 

Max vertical wave velocity (m/s) n/a 1.9 

Comparison of wind, waves and swell observations by TODWL 

and a NOAA wave buoy 

Wind Wave and Ocean Swell ADWL 
characterization



Ocean surface drag coefficient as a function of wind speeds without sea spray (blue) 

and with spray (red). Graphics courtesy Florida State University (Dr. Mark Bourassa). 

A primary parameterization factor: C
d



Major considerations for near surface/surface retrievals

• Chirp
• The frequency change of the outgoing pulse over the duration of the pulse
• Very useful for this research but requires multipass processing and spectral threading.

• Speckle
• While not impacting the precision of velocity retrievals, single or < 30 shot integration zero 

moment statistics are confounded by speckle having an exponential probability.

• Pointing
• While pointing knowledge is better than .1 degrees, pointing control (especially when 

desiring nadir sampling) is always a confounder for isolating the vertical air speed.
• Vertical velocity estimates from off pure nadir sampling require removal of the projections of 

aircraft motion (easy) and the ambient horizontal wind  on to the LOS geometry.

• Stokes wave circulations and advection

• Within an ocean wave there are vertical and horizontal motions that are periodic with 
amplitudes of ~ 1 -2m/s

• A stoke circulation is an open loop resulting in an advection term.



DAWN Monitor Pulse: Chirp

112MHz

116MHz
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Recent results from NSF funded SWEX

• California coast near Santa Barbara

• ADWL was ONR’s TODWL flying between 2500 and 3000m MSL

• Focus of a subset of experiments was the Low Level Jet in the Santa 
Barbara Channel

• Opportunity to obtain ADWL returns from the water surface along 
with supporting high resolution imagery, dropsondes and Raman lidar
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Summary

• A framework for exploring the lowest 50m of the MABL and the ocean 
surface is in place and being evaluated using data from multiple ADWLs 
flown in research campaigns since 2008.

• The currently available vertical and horizontal resolutions can resolve wind 

variability on scales of interest ranging from 10’s to 1000’s of meters. 
ADWLs designed for PBL work are “in the works” (e.g. NASA LaRC’s AWP) 
with fiber lasers offering new fundamentals.

• In addition to providing precise and high resolution information on the 
structure and dynamics of the MABL for PBL scaled process investigations, 
ADWLs such as DAWN and TODWL,  are providing information on the 
ocean surface and the near surface layer adjacent to it.



Looking ahead

While DAWN, TODWL and the P3DWL have provided observations of  
the lower MABL and the ocean surface in sufficient detail to design 
algorithms for resolving wind, turbulence, aerosol structures, ocean 
waves, surface currents and foam coverage, NASA has invested in a 
high EAP DWL (WINDSP) which is currently being configured to fly on 
the NASA P3 and NASA G3.  This airborne application is called the 
Atmospheric Wind Profiler (AWP) and is scheduled to be demonstrated 
this year in preparation for use in PBL missions. Its PRF of 200Hz, EPP of 
~60 mJ and FWHM pulse of 180ns will be ideal for single shot 
exploration of the lower MABL and ocean surface.



The trailing tail of the pulse can still provide returns 

from the aerosols just above the surface. The height 

assignment of that information requires adjustment 

since the middle of the pulse is below the water surface. 

This information extraction requires a three pass 

processing procedure still under development and 

evaluation.

Reassign heights 

required


